TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
"Dear Robert. All right," said Dido kindly, meaning: let it
pass; I accept it.
But by now I wanted that fight, that earthquake: "Go on,
what else?'*
"Dickering with symphonies and concertos: one bit from this,
one bit from that, a sort of glorified opera gems. How you
could..."
"My God, I've said that I wanted the whole symphony! Of
course I wanted the whole Seventh or Ninth. How could anyone
be such a fool as to choose one record of it if they could have the
whole ? But we're not allowed to. Can you say that you'd rather
have none at all than one glorious fragment 2"
"Yes" . . . with the modest hesitation of all those arrogant in
their fastidiousness. "Yes, I think I would almost certainly choose
something that fitted into one record."
Then my wrath crashed: "I'm not playing this game mechanic-
ally. I've used my imagination. Here's the desert island where
I'm cut off for ever from hearing symphonies I crave to hear.
Obviously I'd not have broken up a symphony if I'd been buying
records while living in London or the country; if I couldn't have
the whole thing then, I'd still be fakly sure of a chance to hear it
some time; but on this damn desert island you can't still keep up
your exclusive high-brow affectation that it must be all or nothing,
like Ibsen's Brand (and he was one of the most frightful men to
have about, but luckily I don't have to). By the rules of this
game, and I was playing honestly—"
"That's just it," interrupted Dido; "anyone of your intelligence
had no business at all to be playing this game—"
I subsided into what I hoped was a dangerotis calm: "But only
not over music ? I may play it with books or pictures ? * That's1
allrighu"
"Yes," Dido assented cordially, headlong into the pit I had dug
for her; "that's quite all right."
So books and pictures were "all right" ? That mysterious "all
right" of the elect. But what justification have they to keep the
rest of us from violating music's exclusive territory? From
storming die Promised Land *
* I had better expiate, otherwise the quarrel becomes incoherent to the reader, that we
had already done the next chapter, Palm Grove Galleries, which treats of the choice of my
eigfct desert island pictures. For reasons of construction, we discovered that the sequence
of these two chapters had to be reversed; but Palm Grove Galleries had been achieved in
the sweetest accord, without a ripple of dissension.
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